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Dear Ms Levane, 

Notification of Possible Automatic Exclusion from Membership of the Labour Party 

1. We write to inform you that we have reason to believe that you are ineligible to be or remain a Labour Party member 

because you are a supporter of Labour in Exile Network (LIEN) and Labour Against the Witchhunt (LAW).

2. This letter sets out the relevant rules and definitions governing the criteria for eligibility to be or remain a Labour 

Party member, the evidence to support the claim that you are a supporter of LIEN and LAW, and what action you are 

required to take in response to this letter. 

Relevant Rules and Definitions

3. Chapter 2, Clause I.4.B of the Labour Party Rule Book1 provides: 

“A member of the Party who joins and/ or supports a political organisation other than an official Labour group 

or other unit of the Party, or supports any candidate who stands against an official Labour candidate, or 

publicly declares their intent to stand against a Labour candidate, shall automatically be ineligible to be or 

remain a Party member, subject to the provisions of Chapter 6.I.2 below of the disciplinary rules.”

4. On 20 July 2021, the National Executive Committee of the Labour Party (NEC) confirmed that both LIEN and LAW

constituted a “political organisation” for the purposes of Chapter 2, Clause I.4.B of the Labour Party Rule Book.

5. The NEC further confirmed a number of example acts that the Labour Party considers demonstrate a person supports 

a political organisation. This included membership of the organisation; contributing written material to the website of

the relevant organisation; encouraging others to join the relevant organisation; and / or, participating in an event 

organised or hosted by the relevant organisation.

6. Other acts include repeatedly liking or sharing LIEN/LAW content on social media or participating in the LIEN/LAW

Facebook group. 

7. On 22 July 2021, the Labour Party gave notice that the NEC had confirmed the above in The Labour Party 

Complaints Policy. 2

Evidence

1 https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/rulebook-2020.pdf 

2 https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Labour-Party-Complaints-Policy.pdf 

https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Labour-Party-Complaints-Policy.pdf
https://labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/rulebook-2020.pdf
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8. We believe that you have engaged in the following acts and that these acts constitute support for LIEN. 

8.1. On February 27 2021 you attended and spoke at the Labour In Exile Network virtual conference.

9. We believe that you have engaged in the following acts and that these acts constitute support for LAW.

9.1. In January 2020 you signed an Open letter from LAW to Rebecca Long-Bailey. 

Next Steps

10. We invite you to submit representations to us, within seven days of the date at the top of this letter, addressing the

allegations above and, in particular, that you are no longer eligible for membership of the Labour Party due to your

support for LIEN/LAW.

 

11. The Labour Party will consider any representations that you make in response to this letter, and the Labour Party will

write to inform you of any decision we take regarding your membership of the Labour Party.

 

12. Please note that failure to provide evidence that you are not a supporter of LIEN/LAW, as defined by the NEC above,

is very likely to lead to your automatic exclusion from membership of the Labour Party. 

 

13. Similarly, failure to make written representations, or to provide a compelling reason to extend this deadline within

seven days, will lead to your automatic exclusion from membership of the Labour Party.

14. Please submit any response to the Governance and Legal Unit by email at investigations@labour.org.uk within seven 

days of the date at the top of this letter. 

Yours sincerely,
The Governance and Legal Unit
The Labour Party 

c.c. South East Labour Party

mailto:investigations@labour.org.uk
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